WEBVTT
NOTE recognizability 0.845
93e92fc5-a726-4388-9c43-333b175f76b5
00:00:11.650 --> 00:00:15.080
Greetings and welcome from Kids Around The World. In fact, today I'm
sitting in our
db03860d-fac9-4682-8944-42184c4b0b50
00:00:15.080 --> 00:00:20.050
Southern California Office, enjoying wonderful temperatures and blue
sky, knowing that
503b1751-110c-4ffe-b0a0-678248374099
00:00:20.050 --> 00:00:23.190
back home it's snowing and cold.
4b043be4-ebc8-44b9-b204-73f8cec754e2
00:00:23.190 --> 00:00:27.810
We're grateful to have this opportunity to be able to share with you.
My name is Jim Rosene and I
35f2b71b-d5d3-4c74-b0ec-889609eb7e71
00:00:27.810 --> 00:00:32.750
serve as the President of Kids Around The World. I'm grateful to be
able to share about Partnerships which is really
98999bea-ada4-490d-a661-2cbcd9ceba6e
00:00:32.750 --> 00:00:37.650
so much of who we are. We realize that we can't do our work if we're
not
c2e3d136-7478-4d88-b251-a066d6916a89
00:00:37.650 --> 00:00:42.920
partnering with other people. Back in 1994, when we began, it really
was
9cc0cf68-7fcc-4fc5-b55e-d49f977dcbbc
00:00:42.920 --> 00:00:47.910
a form of a partnership. So partnership between local city officials
in Rockford, Illinois, our
5ad508cd-ebde-46fa-97d7-f3345948ca5f
00:00:47.910 --> 00:00:50.530
hometown. As well as city officials
e792746e-cb9a-41bb-828a-0da358184a6a
00:00:50.530 --> 00:00:53.270
in Rover(sp?), Ukraine our sister city.

fa72cc70-f8e7-465d-b492-55be88c1523e
00:00:53.270 --> 00:00:58.260
And we quickly began to figure out who we need to be part of that trip
to ensure that
07119cbc-c263-45a4-8e09-3de82ab13129
00:00:58.260 --> 00:01:02.810
we had all the right people in the right place, to be able to
accomplish the right outcomes
3d3fae69-07c8-44dd-9593-7082eba6540b
00:01:02.810 --> 00:01:08.850
bringing a beautiful playground to the children of our sister city.
And as we worked through the project, we quickly
0b798699-0c57-453f-af9f-ba5855682607
00:01:08.850 --> 00:01:13.480
began to realize how much we value - even at the beginning of Kids
Around
5eb47506-879a-4f8f-9ed3-7155403ba48f
00:01:13.480 --> 00:01:18.360
The World- relationships and partnerships. Several years ago we began
launching
1e5777d5-6592-4fa7-aa0c-856f711c4f92
00:01:18.360 --> 00:01:23.020
a new campaign called One Million + One.
begin thinking,

It's our desire to really

94e4ba3b-a59f-44a7-a9db-72b526d8ecad
00:01:23.020 --> 00:01:26.090
what do we want to accomplish in just a few short years for the
73a4c8b5-aa51-4bc1-ac70-5458ad2009c8
00:01:26.090 --> 00:01:31.640
Kingdom? What if Jesus were to call me home in the year 2020?
dc86cc27-166b-428a-89df-e144c8de9f15
00:01:31.640 --> 00:01:35.950
Who would I want to bring with me? Of course, the answer is, we began
thinking, well bring
ed78a7f1-85f7-43ac-97c6-1aade267afb9
00:01:35.950 --> 00:01:38.980
in our family, our children, our
dc132e39-85c5-448a-8e32-f0f2c9810f08
00:01:38.980 --> 00:01:44.020

grandchildren, which I have one just recently. I went pretty excited
about that.
077bf7b7-58e9-4db3-a355-2049cb163d2e
00:01:44.020 --> 00:01:48.440
But, who else can we bring in? As a Leadership Team, we began praying
and seeking
5fcfb6da-90d4-4c4e-a585-9185f83439b7
00:01:48.440 --> 00:01:53.190
God. And God laid in our hearts that we wanted to be able to walk into
the city, those
fa47bcfd-c330-4c0d-892e-32b136942f1d
00:01:53.190 --> 00:01:58.400
golden gates with one million and one children following behind us.
But in
464506e4-9155-412a-aed6-221b375bb530
00:01:58.400 --> 00:02:02.790
order to do that, we needed to partner.
people who would come

We needed to find other

da7acf0b-9467-4cd0-8dc2-911b52437d7a
00:02:02.790 --> 00:02:07.350
alongside, who also shared that same vision, that same hope, that same
dream,
ddab9702-a983-4e67-b788-f3fa9764fa5b
00:02:07.350 --> 00:02:12.210
that same desire of seeing children coming to know Jesus. To
accomplish
713914d3-18ed-4cba-8f73-920bc14f7a8e
00:02:12.210 --> 00:02:15.430
that, we knew that somewhere around twenty five percent of
b6867bd8-5c52-4043-a517-a79d8d99f1a4
00:02:15.430 --> 00:02:21.880
children under the age of fourteen who come to know Jesus do that at
that early age. So
213d3cbc-d4bf-442c-a59f-56c85ef1e114
00:02:21.880 --> 00:02:25.420
we needed to impact through our true

pillars of our programmer,

0fd3c23f-4ea6-4009-91d3-494be49a9560
00:02:25.420 --> 00:02:29.970
playgrounds, our food program, as well as our training and storing
program. We

bc28105e-9572-480f-9d23-2dbc910ca68d
00:02:29.970 --> 00:02:34.210
had to index somewhere nearly four million kids by the year 2020.
0f313c13-4e00-43ba-a9f6-f8a54bd01744
00:02:34.210 --> 00:02:39.200
And we knew that we couldn't do it alone. So we began looking and
finding partners and it
b7a8b7f2-b564-43ad-8f97-c3c7dc285ce4
00:02:39.200 --> 00:02:43.570
really became quite a chore and a task for us, to begin finding who
would come along
a7d24fe3-8c22-45b5-85e6-638d6601ac5e
00:02:43.570 --> 00:02:48.790
side and who would work with us. You know, one of the things that we
really believed in was,
f53dace9-0d8a-4ee7-b31a-ae3a77e714a2
00:02:48.790 --> 00:02:53.410
we needed to find people that would partner with us but also share
044f5481-b28a-4433-b7bf-3d66f71d0d26
00:02:53.410 --> 00:02:58.820
the same vision, they're willing to come alongside and, put a little
skin on the game. This wasn't
38437281-9e63-4901-8723-b82db0014c44
00:02:58.820 --> 00:03:03.420
a free gift. There was some opportunities which need to come along. We
wanted to find people who
de70692d-1368-49f5-a152-938d1abc8125
00:03:03.420 --> 00:03:07.670
were confident of who they were, and the work in which they played,
and
32939865-c2fd-4928-b850-d50fa4077dc9
00:03:07.670 --> 00:03:12.980
the role in which they played within the Kingdom. We wanted to find
someone who would be willing to admit where there areas
5c100045-afd5-4dfb-888e-885b285bb703
00:03:12.980 --> 00:03:16.430
a weakness are. You know, one of the first times I remember talking
with a large
79ae06e8-e0fd-48d3-8d36-e15c1300969c

00:03:16.430 --> 00:03:21.420
children's ministry, and I told them, "If you want to find out my
strengths, go to my website. I'm
bf827fa3-642f-4f41-9f64-c76101e9ff9e
00:03:21.420 --> 00:03:26.800
not going to post my negatives on there but I'm going to post my
weaknesses on the website. I'm going to tell you all
acc9a6c3-dbba-480f-b27f-6d4371912168
00:03:26.800 --> 00:03:31.020
my good things. But yet, there are weaknesses and we want to come
alongside groups
05bd8764-5db2-41d2-a479-0e78eb2ee823
00:03:31.020 --> 00:03:35.950
that net came across instead of us spending time investing and making
3a5ffb63-86a2-432f-b3fa-0b37973bf70f
00:03:35.950 --> 00:03:41.170
our weakness strengths. We'd rather find a partner that came along and
made our
62369b99-0ab7-43ed-bafa-a7bd65733008
00:03:41.170 --> 00:03:46.040
weakness even stronger so that we can focus of much time and energy on
the good things that we do
f2bde2b7-2fc2-4912-9137-63252e1108fa
00:03:46.040 --> 00:03:48.500
on our strengths.
8d53b4f9-3119-41b0-9a13-9792f4f66949
00:03:48.500 --> 00:03:52.310
So, have we developed a philosophy of just saying, these are the
people that we want to work with.
b2fc80de-30b4-4672-bb19-f1957532c6d4
00:03:52.310 --> 00:03:56.770
Ones who, their goal is to serve. We've come alongside local churches
347ae680-36c9-4b71-9a0a-d8ddef61308d
00:03:56.770 --> 00:04:00.480
and ministries overseas, and we've come to say we want to serve
f83af7fc-42a2-4930-903a-d4fd0d13c419
00:04:00.480 --> 00:04:05.950
you. We want to serve the children of the world. It's not our project.
It is your project and we're finding partners

346addb8-e03f-4c7e-ae3f-c2e293f06d3c
00:04:05.950 --> 00:04:11.070
that will help do that. We want someone that is Kingdom-minded. I
don't need to have my name
0f811d6b-54cd-409f-b4f9-6c4f2397d7cb
00:04:11.070 --> 00:04:13.980
flashing through out the playground. I don't need to have our name
4bd4224b-2ed5-4cb8-9cb4-8e1ba01c28f3
00:04:13.980 --> 00:04:18.060
flashing throughout the country. What we needed were people come
alongside saying, "Let's lift up
4caaa232-14e1-413a-bc9f-ac15c9da6d95
00:04:18.060 --> 00:04:22.940
the banner of Jesus. Let's work together so it's Jesus' name that is
lifted up.
7e56a8d9-a042-483b-afaa-53ce336278a1
00:04:22.940 --> 00:04:28.980
Because Jesus is the one that the children hear, not Kids Around The
World or another organization. We
d460b272-67a5-4348-b812-dc826a8d3227
00:04:28.980 --> 00:04:33.560
want to make known that -we also knew that- as we work together with
other groups, then our strengths
710c4a7c-b528-459b-b890-3b02543ed78a
00:04:33.560 --> 00:04:37.070
became even stronger and we made our program even all that much
d3b92952-68db-4031-a670-142e88f86994
00:04:37.070 --> 00:04:40.590
larger. The final thing is that we knew that Christ was the Head.
b1d04b36-4ca6-4bd7-8194-2b2f31b093a9
00:04:40.590 --> 00:04:45.430
That He was the One that was determine outcomes, and we wanted to
give all the glory that we could and as hard as we could
5ca50dff-ea16-4811-8c47-8723096b7929
00:04:45.430 --> 00:04:50.970
towards Him. You know what, First Corinthians Twelve has an incredible
story that is being played out
c626fd4f-850a-48dc-baf1-4ed5eba281f5
00:04:50.970 --> 00:04:56.010
for us, just representing the body and how we are, as Christians, part

of a body.
8621b0e2-583d-41e4-ba94-4c7db1368eb3
00:04:56.010 --> 00:05:00.830
And Christ has given every one of us certain gifts. For us, the
children's
50e1ec28-d55f-4611-8122-c68c4afb1162
00:05:00.830 --> 00:05:05.730
ministry, we have a very important gift that nearly 2.2 Billion
5ac1a85c-a94e-499f-bf15-3ae2c25046db
00:05:05.730 --> 00:05:10.130
people in the world are under the age of fourteen. And the gift that
He's given to us -the
a32697ac-0b45-47d5-8e5a-7bca22b75e9e
00:05:10.130 --> 00:05:15.300
heart and the passion to be able to reach those kids. And we've seen
many organizations who
e7a99eb3-1213-47a6-a630-a78fcccc0287
00:05:15.300 --> 00:05:20.000
love kids but just don't have a strategic plan. What do we do with
them?
e76eba21-c985-4aa1-aed8-4268b469173e
00:05:20.000 --> 00:05:25.270
So we have found ourselves many times coming alongside church planting
organizations, those in
0301c3b6-19a3-41a2-b32f-b2d17f53919b
00:05:25.270 --> 00:05:29.020
the reality world, what are you doing with children and how can we
help, and
0d25f9e7-a6e5-48f3-bbc1-68e4c9e79832
00:05:29.020 --> 00:05:32.320
how can we be playing part of that? And following through the whole
d7b36cdc-58d0-4be8-a0f8-1f7f6b40ce27
00:05:32.320 --> 00:05:37.110
thing of the parts of the body, we have a significant part
representing children.
a189400a-bc23-4c7f-b967-201caa46380d
00:05:37.110 --> 00:05:41.600
We want to come alongside and partner with people like you as well as
so many others.

256bfe04-7b7d-43b3-98d8-32155462ba8c
00:05:41.600 --> 00:05:45.500
Well, the other groups that we partnered with that we do well is
7131d854-b214-4fa8-8b6e-6d313a1fbb22
00:05:45.500 --> 00:05:50.510
in the field. We come alongside, as we've stated earlier. And we
partner with field
a0583ec1-8ab6-43e1-a0db-4ecb580d34df
00:05:50.510 --> 00:05:54.220
partners. People that have a lot of skin in the game but are there.
edf5ae53-e95c-41d2-bd79-d14bde2a9bb6
00:05:54.220 --> 00:05:58.920
We've done playgrounds. And many times we've done playgrounds and
people want to put up a big banner with our name on it.
ceab826b-7257-431e-8675-42ad37401df2
00:05:58.920 --> 00:06:04.810
Listen, it's not who we are. We work with the field partners and we
went to the DRC
9bf59509-9462-4755-bfdc-3377e54f2280
00:06:04.810 --> 00:06:10.230
several years ago with several other large organizations. We purposely
left our names
6d1c1fe2-fd0d-42d9-bb3e-d719ac7aeb8b
00:06:10.230 --> 00:06:14.340
and who we were at the airport. We weren't concerned about saying that
I'm
ce44e473-62a4-47c2-87dd-376a82ded02b
00:06:14.340 --> 00:06:19.260
Jim Rosene, President of Kids Around The World. We were more concerned
to say I'm Jim and I've come to
c0803ddf-877e-4b3f-a638-c35f03f5d0ba
00:06:19.260 --> 00:06:22.930
serve you as we find other partners who are willing to do the same.
f1f700dc-9bcd-4cea-a1ea-aa61964cf70d
00:06:22.930 --> 00:06:27.520
As we become partners, we also realize that we can share costs and as
well as
7628bce9-cb69-48b0-999e-603eda2d64eb
00:06:27.520 --> 00:06:32.600
experience, as well as wisdom, as well as opportunities. You know, we

work
d3eaa3bf-71c5-4927-9495-52ae736486f0
00:06:32.600 --> 00:06:37.170
with some organizations and all they do is shipping. We shipped nearly
fifty containers a
4940d286-35e7-4e20-9c13-2c779478e22a
00:06:37.170 --> 00:06:41.460
year and it's nice to be able to work with groups. And that's what we
do. We
dae26b7d-70e6-45ff-970e-ed9d7ba2890b
00:06:41.460 --> 00:06:46.260
worked with groups who are able to distribute food and partner
together. We provide
5b5df187-5460-4b0d-abf8-3d458b9bf5a4
00:06:46.260 --> 00:06:50.960
the food, they distribute the food. We work with groups who to want to
be able to provide opportunities for
6f8bbf38-190c-426f-a9ac-97b1d289591b
00:06:50.960 --> 00:06:56.730
children that come to know Christ and to be discipled. We provide
training opportunities for them to learn
13e42702-b8d0-48fb-a6f7-0cb82c1e873f
00:06:56.730 --> 00:07:01.600
that with field partners. We come alongside a lot of individual
groups, churches
82f081c3-c177-495f-8e00-449f9b98ba16
00:07:01.600 --> 00:07:06.380
here in America that they want to do something overseas, but just
don't know what to do.
2792add2-a99f-4f4f-a2ee-363435c3da56
00:07:06.380 --> 00:07:11.260
We've worked with denominations and being able to help them figure out
what's the most effective way to be
3b16eb57-6313-4b46-a689-93eb1c7578c4
00:07:11.260 --> 00:07:16.945
able to reach children. And we're not always the solution, but we know
enough people, and we network with a lot of people who
a361c460-dc73-4274-97d4-7ce12f01728c
00:07:16.945 --> 00:07:21.910
know who's doing what, and who's doing things in different parts of

the world.
679f65f1-4814-4cfc-bd87-b3033e032749
00:07:21.910 --> 00:07:26.080
We also then also realize that as we come together the donors really
love to see
a5f30f2b-da55-4fb2-aa46-5de8aadb2237
00:07:26.080 --> 00:07:30.460
the value of foundations. They love it when organizations come
together and partner on a
dfd829d8-000c-4ce7-99cd-773ba15cb4cd
00:07:30.460 --> 00:07:35.350
project and work side-by-side and share the outcomes. Couple of years
ago,
a80fdcbf-49df-406d-93d2-e50fbf70cb7d
00:07:35.350 --> 00:07:38.160
we were going into Northern Ghana. It was
8d0bed1f-c317-4a0d-a632-f46769e6d282
00:07:38.160 --> 00:07:43.310
interesting that we uphold together a group of people that all has
some
4dc608f4-b798-485a-840a-e89c5c912279
00:07:43.310 --> 00:07:48.290
roots from Rockford, Illinois, a kind of a smaller city in the midwest, I guess in a way, but yet,
6f9d77b1-7891-495f-9cf7-5eea9e0e9b6d
00:07:48.290 --> 00:07:53.220
a lot of wonderful men and women who've grown-up in Ghana had their
own ministries. And as we
8bf6b456-7c45-46ca-a0ef-4839bdce9c02
00:07:53.220 --> 00:07:58.190
pulled them together, we realized that we could do a project together
in Northern Ghana,
4e2783c4-0a6f-4fe7-bfb8-e0bec7b7ed65
00:07:58.190 --> 00:08:04.150
to be able to make an impact with the local ministry and a church
plant effort there in Ghana. So,
859186ff-986a-4ec6-b942-d03d04193593
00:08:04.150 --> 00:08:07.560
after our years of planning and raising the funds, and raising a

68513897-b314-45d9-b080-9dcf1791069e
00:08:07.560 --> 00:08:11.590
team up, we went. It was exciting to be able see all these parts begin
70b2a5db-f673-4a18-a697-b3f37bffd005
00:08:11.590 --> 00:08:16.020
coming together - five different organizations coming together at one
time
df26a12e-508f-492c-b5a4-b3673c52a802
00:08:16.020 --> 00:08:20.630
making an impact in an area. There we did leadership training with the
man
f584d387-16f1-4048-881c-9f5e694eddf8
00:08:20.630 --> 00:08:27.380
who has invested his whole life in training leaders. We also did some
church planting, coming along72e61fb9-8601-4f18-9922-64923fef3bb5
00:08:27.380 --> 00:08:32.330
side a couple of organizations. We came with our playgrounds and be
able to come alongside a church
9c9803c4-0359-44c2-ba31-5c4a2d415245
00:08:32.330 --> 00:08:36.490
planter who was, building a school figured, the best way to reach the
children
cb791777-f55c-421e-8c75-c2f6c01f4408
00:08:36.490 --> 00:08:41.460
in that area was to be able to build a school and a playground. It
increased
a3650897-8fc6-42ce-8973-e38bd1feb42c
00:08:41.460 --> 00:08:45.550
every moment, let's just say, quiet a bit, they ended on three
different times in the school
5bf05f27-28b6-4392-9370-9e9a6bc77fec
00:08:45.550 --> 00:08:52.200
to make it bigger. As we continue to work, we're just grateful for the
many opportunities which we have. I could
03ecfbe5-1666-4741-b48b-1a2a1781e2e9
00:08:52.200 --> 00:08:57.100
close with just one last country that we be getting you do some work
and that's Cuba.
671c108d-da11-4acb-9058-a5c5491bcc48

00:08:57.100 --> 00:08:59.600
Several years ago, (we began) we became partner
a44da070-d2c6-4ec3-8df8-dfd3bfc53b98
00:08:59.600 --> 00:09:03.800
of a consortium, gathering from ReachGlobal,
486bc676-c944-4602-9b1f-74cf8953af5d
00:09:03.800 --> 00:09:08.780
that was pulling together other churches, organizations, and
individuals,
7ae37050-79f0-4783-b496-ff75e4b18505
00:09:08.780 --> 00:09:13.040
who had a love and a burden for the people of Cuba. And there we
worked with
f4707647-abec-4140-bb24-c00814a67935
00:09:13.040 --> 00:09:18.520
a Field Partner, [Spanish Unclear], my Spanish is going off
ea7a43fc-16da-41fd-a274-4776cdf9ddd3
00:09:18.520 --> 00:09:23.200
of this New Pinesit's what its called in English. I get a going
sometimes with Spanish and
54b4dbeb-78dd-4c6a-8cb0-848434e899e9
00:09:23.200 --> 00:09:27.630
it's just not my forte, as some of you might understand. But, we
worked
afe414ca-a0f7-4918-8255-250015f63557
00:09:27.630 --> 00:09:32.320
with them and an incredible partner church planting team. But to be
able to see all
fe7ac5ab-9806-4954-b84f-31d5711e416e
00:09:32.320 --> 00:09:37.070
the different groups coming together, for us, as a children's
ministry, we focus on what we
3095d6f9-0d8c-4635-a8e5-eb71e7b668d0
00:09:37.070 --> 00:09:42.030
do. But we're part of a whole, larger network of churches and groups
all
062552c0-e08e-489b-b235-eb1d7aa87c7b
00:09:42.030 --> 00:09:46.690
coming together. In fact, we have a sub- network that helps us, and
supports us, and

3a385c61-4d24-4417-860a-2b1123df0e84
00:09:46.690 --> 00:09:51.620
partners with us to ensure that we could do the things that we want to
do. We have playgrounds that are
81f5b9de-952a-452b-bf1a-9169f408306c
00:09:51.620 --> 00:09:55.090
ready to go in coming alongside local seminaries. We have food and
that we've shipped in
d71ca7ee-b6ae-4c2d-8d98-358024d9685a
00:09:56.540 --> 00:10:00.150
to help cover some of the needs of which they've had since the
hurricane came through last
ee621915-1586-43ed-a0f5-ee45bc34f5ad
00:10:00.150 --> 00:10:01.910
summer. Plus, we
f4e7ddca-2a48-4075-a1c5-df07349ba1b1
00:10:01.910 --> 00:10:06.800
began training and equipping children's workers in our program called
Kids Story,
3c6d5e6d-0bae-4892-973f-df2b5e193158
00:10:06.800 --> 00:10:11.670
and creating story clubs. We got a report just the other day as we
began the training several
59057c36-1a48-445f-980d-ba13967c3495
00:10:11.670 --> 00:10:16.670
months ago, but now there's over a hundred and sixty people that are
trained, equipped, ready moving
d2f7f3b0-6351-4b0c-a5b7-b2b83947bd92
00:10:16.670 --> 00:10:22.390
forward. Really being able to share Christ with kids in a way that
they can clearly understand. So
4a686b37-fa4a-467f-becc-6da6f16da9ea
00:10:22.390 --> 00:10:27.860
at Kids Around The World, we love to partner. We know that we can't do
it without people. We like to come
b15980c8-1bf7-4c32-a8f7-36d0a2f2c80b
00:10:27.860 --> 00:10:31.960
alongside and be who we are as we continue to brave and
6b1fb024-a173-41cb-b2b2-62356b51aec2

00:10:31.960 --> 00:10:36.870
blaze that trail in reaching One Million + One kids for Jesus. God
bless you
d1a2ff39-8517-49d9-9547-8fbbf7bc6312
00:10:36.870 --> 00:10:42.720
as you continue to partner, to reach the world for Jesus. Thank you.

